RT-CCR Round Ceiling Cup
Polystyrene molded Ceiling Cup with self-threading face plate that mounts flush to the ceiling.

Mounting Bracket

Ceiling Access

Patent pending

2.79” (70.86mm)

Design & Materials
- UL94-VO fire rated 2” diameter polystyrene cup with 2.79” diameter ceiling cap
- Galvanized steel mounting bracket (can be used on wood or metal studs). Cup can also be mounted freestanding
- Zinc plated retaining bar to secure the cup behind the ceiling
- 1/4” diameter brass plated steel rotary cable secured in the Ceiling Cup with a rubber grommet and aluminum ferrule

Features & Options
- Paintable self-threading face plate mounts flush to the ceiling, providing an unobtrusive finish
- Requires less than 1 square inch of ceiling penetration, ensuring compliance with national fire rated ceiling regulations
- No linkage or cable adjustment required during installation
- Rotary control cable adjustment with standard hex nut drivers or MAT square nut driver